
 

Coorg is a place where you get accommodation from budget to luxury resorts 

like The Tamara Coorg, Coorg Cliffs Resorts, Heritage Resort Coorg, etc.  

 

COORG, HILL STATION TO VISIT 

Coorg is perhaps one of the best getaways from Bangalore as coffee 

plantations, cascading waterfalls, cool misty hills, green valleys are some of the 

highlights. You cannot reach Coorg via Flight/Train, it has to be road as 

nearest airport is at Mangalore and railway station at Mysore. 

 

GOD’S OWN COUNTRY – KERALA 

Kerala – God’s own country, is one of the most beautiful places I have seen yet. 

Kerala is a land of backwaters. 

I went for a family trip in Oct’11 and booked my trip through Kerala House in 

Delhi. As trip was booked through them I didn’t have to bother too much about 

the trip. However, few people I know went to Kerala before me gave a thumbs 

down for the place but my experience was way different. 

 

DHAKA, BANGLADESH 

Dhaka is capital of Bangladesh and is famous for Jute cultivation (world’s 

largest). Dhaka is divided into Old Dhaka and New Dhaka.There are lots of 

places to visit in Dhaka like: Ahsan Manzil, Lalbagh Fort, etc.I went to Dhaka 

for an official trip on  so one weekend got time to explore Dhaka. 

We also visited Dhakeshwari National Temple which is located in Old Dhaka 

and a lot of people visit it. Then last we went to Safari Park. It is well 

known park of Dhaka. You can take tickets and go for Safari and also visit the 

fish aquarium, bird park, etc. 

 

 



CITY OF GOLD – DUBAI 

Dubai…a long awaited trip finally finished. I wanted 

to visit Dubai for a very long time but was not able to 

do so but finally made plan in action. Dubai is a Tax-

free country so no taxes for anything. 

After reaching to Dubai Airport and clearing the 

immigration, the airport pickup was done on time 

and the driver took us to our hotel (Admiral Plaza) in 

Bur Dubai. 

 

UDAIPUR – CITY OF LAKES 

Udaipur – City Of Lakes in Rajasthan was another place I wanted to visit for a 

long time. 

Due to my friend being there, it was perhaps easiest trip till now. I didn’t have 

to worry about making plans. 

There are lots of places in Udaipur to visit like Lakes, Places, Forts and 

Shopping Malls. I went there in Nov 2016 alone driving from Delhi to Udaipur. 

It is around 650 Kms from Delhi which means a drive of 9 – 11 Hrs but the 

roads being nice from Jaipur so the trip becomes less tiring but some people 

might find toll charges being little on a higher side as I paid nearly Rs.700 for 

one side. 
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